YOUR

VIEWS

Please take a minute
to tell us what you think
about Perspectives,
the quarterly publication
for BCBSF employees.
Your input will help us
make sure the publication
is meeting your communi
cations needs.

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE

NEITHER
AGREE NOR
DISAGREE

Perspectives keeps me well
informed of company news and issues.

5

4

Perspectives gives me a better under
standing of our corporate direction, or in
simpler terms, where the company is going.

5,

3.

I like the design or "look" of
Perspectives.

4.
5.
6.

I.
2.

7.
8.

DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

3

2

JI

4

3

2

JI

5

4

3

2

JI

I read all or most of Perspectives
on a regular basis.

5,

4

3

2

JI

I enjoy reading Perspectives.

5,

4

3

2

JI

Perspectives provides me with
information that helps me do my job better.

5

4

3

2

JI

Perspectives helps me to understand
how my job fits within the larger framework
of the company.

5

4

3

2

JI

Please select the types of information you would like to see more of in Perspectives:
Company Financial Performance
Products and Services
Corporate Programs and Projects
Benefits
Human Interest
Corporate Strategy/Direction
Health care industry issues
Other:- ----------�
------------ - - - - -

9.

How would you prefer to receive Perspectives? (Rank in order I - 4; I being your top choice)
At Home
News Racks
Intranet
Interoffice Mail

Comments:- ------------------- ---------------

Please fax this survey to 905-6638 or mail it to Corporate Communications, DCC 3-4.
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dicated to providing
ring solutions...

r business offers us a unique
ilege. Day after day, year after
r, the people in our community
k to us to help them support
protect their most precious
gifts: their lives and the lives
eir loved ones. In them, we
our friends, our family, our
ghbors, ourselves.
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wear our responsibility proudly
strive to earn their continued
pect and trust every day. In our
pany, they must see strength,
rience, and commitment.
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utions designed with their
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SOMETIMES YOU DON'T KNOW THE TREASURE YOU
hold in your hands. Myra Welch wrote about that
in her poem on the auction of a battered violin.
The auctioneer struggles to get the bids up to h
Then a gentleman comes forward and plays "a
melody pure and sweet." Seeing the violin with
new eyes, the audience begins to bid for the violin,
which goes for $ ],ooo.
In a way, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida
is like that violin. We've been around more than
half a century, and we sometimes take ourselves
for granted. But we have so much to offer that we
need to see ourselves through new eyes. This issue
of Perspectives takes a fresh look at our strengths.
It's a lively discussion of what we are doing to
bring our real value to life.
• Did you realize that everything we do at work
affects our members' experience with BCBSF? What
we do gives life to our brand, which directly affects
the strength of our business.
• In "Corporate Direction: Charting Our Course for
the Future" senior leaders discuss the importance of
focusing our health business on the choice and afford
ability that our members want and need. Corporate
strategies not only help us provide quality service and
products, but also guide developments that will better
serve our members and strengthen our business.
• In an industry with a less-than-desirable rep
utation, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida has a
trump card: differentiation. Promoting our differ
ences to the public is the heart of the Public
Understanding Campaign we launched earlier this
year. The article inside examines the campaign.
• BCBSF's long-standing Compass Program™ is
shifting its focus from rules to values. The concept
is that Compass stands for the values that we live
out in our work. Corporate Compliance Officer
Mary Wood Bridgman explains this and more in
this issue's "lnterView."
• And finally, when it comes to delivering value,
our employees know the score. Jodie Suggs, Patrick
Lueschen and Alex Harrison share the importance
of personal contact in "Bright Ideas."
We welcome your opinions and suggestions.
You can contact us in several ways: voice mail,
(904) 905-3047; email, "Blue Views"; fax, (904) 9056638; or interoffice mail, Corporate
Communications, DCC 3-4. II
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If you could change one thinf
about

yorf�\T�B;i§�

JODIE SUGGS
CASE MANAGER, ORLANDO

I would like to spend more time on-site with clients. My job entails working within
benefit limitations with Publix Group members who are experiencing catastrophic

what woulc

health problems. In our present arena of negative hype, where health care
viewed as the enemy, it is reassuring to members to meet
with someone who will listen to

I

fA ( E T

them and help to coordinate their
physician's plan of treatment. Often this makes the
difference in how they perceive managed c

PATRICK LEUSCHEN
SENIOR COMPLIANCE ANALYST,
PRODUCT MANAGEMENT,
JACKSONVILLE

My job entails understanding

We've been around more than

and disseminating government

half a century, and we sometimes

requirements for our Medicare G More
plan. The volatility of the federal regulatory envi

take ourselves for granted.

ronment and language that is sometimes ambigu
ous makes that job difficult, particularly in terms of

But we have so much to offer

communicating information to those who need it.

that we need to

Regulations are often int�reted differen}4' when

See ourselves

THROUGH NEW
EYES.

people read them. More

t'" A ( E - T U - f A ( E

contact with

internal clients, such as the GBUs, as well as members externally, would
help. Discussing complicated issues in person enables you to more readily
identify areas that are not understood or need further clarification.
...

,

...., .. -.. -

ALEX HARRISON
(OUT

TAKING
CARE OF
MEMBERS)
' .. .. ..

PROJECT ANALYST, SALES DIVISION, MIAMI

I would begin by educating employees about the impor
tance of returning telephone calls the day they are
received, even if an answer is not available. A phone call
saying 'I've received your request and am working on it' would
be better received by members than not hearing anything for two

to three days. Also, members will receive even negative responses better if
they are communicated by someone speaking properly in a friendly manner.
What ever happened to 'the customer is always right' and 'the customer is
number one'? In the long run, I feel this would better serve our members. II
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and standards of conduct to prevent and detect
violations of law. It is important that employees
understand and comply with Medicare•Choice
program requirements, as well as federal and

How do you gauge the
t.ucceM ot a program
like CompaM?

nted with an ethical

rill the CompaM Program
-177-3736, ext. 56300. They
the t.ituation with their
viMrt. or contact Employee
\ttairt. or the Compliance ·
ert. are included on the
oadt. tor eat.y acceM.

Marwick, the consultants who benchmarked the
survey results. What's more, the program is a
key factor in the small number of grievances and
discrimination cases filed against the company.

QUEST! 0 N: I What are you doing
to keep awareneM
Level6 high?

·ogram

:rs

ervi6or
ion6 Department
·, ext. 18169
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You can gauge the success of Compass by
awareness levels among employees and the
number of people using it. A 1998 survey showed
that more than 90 percent of employees were
familiar with Compass. That year, 450 out of
8,000 employees used the program. That is a
good utilization rate, according to KPMG Peat

One of the findings in a recent survey was
that employees wanted to hear more about the
program and more often. Since then, we have
done refresher training, distributed a Compass
calendar last year and have run articles in
employee publications. This year employees
received mouse pads that will be updated quar
terly with new inserts. The inserts feature mes
sages that focus on specific business issues com
monly encountered by employees. Future inserts
will cover topics such as sexual harassment,
equal opportunity and workplace stress.
We also are planning an Intranet site and on
line training and ethics awareness.

QUEST! 0 N:

It an employee hat.
an ethical dilemma,
what 6hould that
employee do?

There are many resources available for
employees. Employees can call the Compass
Program Helpline at 1-800-477-3736, ext. 56300.
They also can discuss the situation with their
immediate supervisors or contact Employee
Relations, Legal Affairs or the Compliance Office.
The numbers are included on the Compass
mouse pads for easy access. ;;
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BUILDING
BRAND

state laws and regulations. Failure to comply can
result in criminal, civil or administrative action
and penalties. We will provide affected employ
ees with education and training to give them an
overview of the compliance program and appro
priate business practices.

t

The ohello, the new logo and the promioe
are vital component6 to 6trengthening and
re-energizing our brand. But thi6 miMion
need6 more: It needo you to ''Think Blue."
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ON COURSE FOR
THE FUTURE
Developmento in
Corporate Direction will
increa6e our ability to
better 6erve our
memben and Mrengthen.
our buoineM.

CUSTOMER
SOLUTIONS
2000

INTERVIEW:
MARY WOOD
BRIDGEMAN

We have a pooitive
point ot ditterentiation.
and we want everyone
to kn.ow about it. Learn
more about our Public
Under6tanding
Campaign.

CompaM™ i6 Mill about
ethico � but it'6 moving
trom being all about
ruleo to Manding
tor our valueo.

BRIGHT IDEAS
We eopeci.ally want our membero to know we care, 60 we
a6ked you: It you could change one thing about your Job
that would better 6erve membero, what would it be?
[ditor:

Contributing [ditort,:

Writert,:

BETH L. STAMBAUGH

LAURA JO BRUNSON. AP R
PARKER CRAWFORD

LAURA JO BRUNSON, APR
PARKER CRAWFORD
!RENE LOMBARDO
BETH STAMBAUGH

Published quarterly for the employees or Blue Cross and Blue Shield or Florida by the Public Relations &
Corporate Communications Division. All rights reserved. This publication may not be reproduced in
whole or in part without permission. Copyright 2000. You are invited to share your comments by voice
(904/905-3047), fax (904/905-6638) or email (Blue Views).

an employee 6hould a6k him6elb or her6elb when po6ed with an ethical dilemma:

l . What teeLt, wrong about thit, 1,ituation?
2. Jt, it agaimt company policy?
3. How are the 1,takehotder1, attected?

4. How am I atiected?

The an1,wero to the1,e queotion6 will lead the employee to the right an6wer or the right thing to do.
purchasing something from a supervisor or co
worker who is soliciting for a charity or a child's
school, for example. That's why we have a no
solicitation policy.
Some situations can have legal implications, like
sending Personal and Identifiable Medical Infor
mation (PIM]) over the Internet without encryption.
Compass provides employees with our busi
ness conduct policies and procedures and how
they apply to company property, business rela
tionships and the work environment. It also gives
them the resources needed to help them deal with
an ethical conduct situation. They know there is
someone they can call if they have a question or
want to report suspected ethics violations.

QUESTION:

represents a company in its entirety:
products and services, the quality of those

products and services and ihe experience you have,

P R O M IS E

whether that's tangible or intangible.
A brand is the

a company makes

about the experience you will have
whenever and however vou come into contact
.I

with that company.
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Compass is moving from a rules-based pro
gram to a values-based program - our corporate
values of honesty, integrity and fairness. Rather
than rules to follow. we want Compass to stand
for the values that we live. If you act on our cor
porate values. you will do the right thing. There
are four simple questions an employee should ask
himself or herself when posed with an ethical
dilemma. They are:
• What feels wrong about this situation?
• Is it against company policy?
• How are the stakeholders affected?
• How am I affected?
The answers to these questions will lead the em
ployee to the right answer or the right thing to do.

·· B RAN D ,,

4

How ha6 the CompaM
Program changed
6ince it6 inception?

QUEST! ON:

16 there anything new
about CompaM bor
the year 2000?

Yes. We are incorporating Medicare+Choice
compliance into the Compass Program.
Medicare+Choice, which is also known as
Medicare Part C, was established by the Balanced
Budget Act of 1997 to expand the health care
options available to Medicare beneficiaries. Many
HMOs left the Medicare market rather than com
ply, because the government changed the premi
um and reimbursement structure and added a lot
of rules that drive up administrative costs. We
stay in the market, because we feel we have a
commitment to our members and the seniors in
Florida to provide quality, affordable coverage.
Participants in Medicare+Choice must have a
compliance plan with written policies, procedures
CONTINUED ON N[XT PAG[
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Blue CroM and Blue Shield ou Florida demonotrateti itti commitment
to uphold the company'ti valueti ot hone6ty. integrity and taimeM
through the CompaM Program?1 which tierveti ati an ethical guide uor
butiineM decitiion-making. CompaM deuineti the principleti to be uollowed
in butiineM relationtihipti tio we can conduct butiineM ethically, morally
and in compliance with the law. About 1,400 BCBSF empl.oyeeti have uoed
the CompaM Program to get help with bu6ineM conduct quetitiom tiince
it wati introduced in 1995.
Recently. Pertipective6 Mt do wn with the penon who oveneeti the
CompaM Program, Mary Wood Bridgman. vice pre6ident ot Corporate
Compliance. to diticuM the program and what'6 new tor the year 2000.

QUESTION:

Why doe6 BCBSFneed
a bu6ineM ethicti
program?

The company has always had a commitment
to do business ethically. It is a given that we
should act ethically. This program is a tool to
help us live up to that commitment.
Every day employees are faced with situa
tions that involve moral issues. They range from
accurately filling out time sheets to using com
pany equipment for personal needs. One of the
most common questions we get from employees
is whether or not to accept gifts from someone
outside the company. Other situations involve
the power of one employee over another. No
employee should feel coerced into donating or

YOU'VE SEEN THE SEA SHELLS. YOU'VE SEEN THE NEW LOGO AND LOOK.
You've heard from our President and CEO Mike Cascone about the impor
tance of our brand. You may have seen the video about our promise to
our members.
But what does all of this brand communication mean? And why is the
company stressing the importance of a well-known brand in the market
place after being in business for more than 50 years?
Strengthening and re-energizing our brand is what it's all about.
"Research shows that when it comes to health care companies, our Blue
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida name is extremely well known in Florida,"
explains David Pizzo, vice president of Advertising and Market
Communications. "However, it also indicates that Floridians' understanding
of all the good things we do and the good things we represent is much less
well known - so we have a terrific opportunity to further differentiate our
brand in a big way."
That is where a strong brand and name recognition can help a compa
ny. "Brand" represents a company in its entirety: products and services, the
quality of those products and services and the experience you have,
whether that's tangible - an automobile- or intangible - such as health
care coverage.
A brand is the promise a company makes about the experience you will
have whenever and however you come into contact with that company.
Consequently, brand affects member retention. And it is always more cost
effective to keep a current member than to find a new one.
Think Brand. Think Blue.
However, when consumers are asked to name top brands, they general
ly don't recall health care companies. They name Publix, Home Depot.
Coke and Wal Mart, among others. When asked for the top name in health
insurance, they name often Blue Cross and Blue Shield, but wouldn't it be
nice to get into that overall top-of-mind awareness?
"That's our goal," says Pizzo. "When people see our name and logo, the
image in their mind is fuzzy - they don't know what is special about us.
And when people don't understand what we can offer that is different from
our competitors, they don't have any reason to choose us over other
health care companies."
To help reach that goal. the company launched a brand strategy cam
paign in March targeting employees. It kicked off with a memo from Mike
Cascone discussing the importance of a strong brand and was followed by
a series of "desk drops" - including post cards and a fold-out about leading
CONTINLJ[D ON N[XT PAG[
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""People may get a positive impression of BCBSF
through our advertising or our reputation, hut the
real test is how they are treated when they come into
contact with us. "

""It's our employees who

- MlliSSA. REHFUS

communicate the sense of

VICE PRESIDENT OF PUBLIC POLICY

,

that transmit our corporate
promise into reality. It is
our employees who develop
practical, real-world
solutions for our members. ''
- CATHERlNE .KELLY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

brands. "We wanted to get employees thinking about what great brands are
and what they do, explains Pizzo. "We want everyone to begin to see BCBSF
as a strong brand worthy of protecting."
Living the promise
A significant component of strengthening our brand is the new BCBSF
promise, which embodies our corporate values and vision. (See BCBSF
Promise, page 7.) "Our promise is a declaration of what we will do for our
members, agents and our providers," says Sheri Manning, director of
Advertising and Market Communications. 'This promise is what our brand is
all about."
Manning admits living the promise every day can be a challenge. "This
promise is a new thought process that requires a change in behavior. It
drives operations, guides behavior and affects the way we think and priori
tize our work. It also carries through to life outside of the job. In other
words, if a BCBSF employee is in the grocery store and someone asks where
he or she works, we want that employee to be able to say Blue Cross and
Blue Shield of Florida with pride."
As part of the efforts to leverage our brand, soon the company will roll
out a new corporate identity system that will affect how our internal and
external communications look and are written.
"The main reason people recognize a brand is because the brand has a strong
corporate identity, a visual shorthand of the brand," says Manning. "That is true
of any major brand - FedEx, Nike, McDonald's or AT&T. In every instance, the
customers clearly know who is talking to them. A strong brand presents a consis
tent look, tone and manner - it always presents a single voice."
In the marketplace, our members will see new BCBSF advertising reflect
ing the brand. The ads will convey the promise attributes of warmth, caring,
honesty and integrity.
The way we do business
Creating a stronger brand in the marketplace will take much more than
employee awareness. It will require action.

6
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VA L U E

B U I LD I N G O N T H E

o f t h e n a ti o n al b ra n d

Seven year6 ago, re6earch placed the bair market value ob the Blue
CroM and Blue Shield brand in the $5 -billion-to-$7-billion range.
Nationwide, 99 % ob con6umer6 aMociate the Blue CroM and Blue Shield

brand with quality, dependability, choice and nationwide acceptance.
BCBSF Vice Pre6ident David Pizzo 6ay6, "We have to recognize the power
ob the brand nationally and our re6pon6ibility to protect and enhance it.
What we do add6 to the image ob all Blue6 plan6 acroM the country.
Likewi6e, what other Blue6 plan6 do abbect6 our image. We have to bocu6
on our brand and leverage the value ob brand nationally. "
To build upon and leverage the value ob our brand, Blue CroM and
Blue Shield ob Florida recently introduced our promi6e. The three para
graph6 that make up the promi6e de6cribe our bu6ineM, the organization
we want to be recognized a6, and what people can expect trom U6.
Hopebully, thi6 promi6e will capture the mind and heart ob the
organization and in6pire action that tulbill6 our promi6e.

control, personal attention and real choice," says
Rehfus. "And they expect all of that from their
health care plan."
Fortunately, when it comes to rating BCBSF
specifically, consumers give the company high
marks. Our January 2000 image tracking survey
shows that the general public's favorable image
rating of BCBSF rose to its highest level ever - 75
percent. In the same survey, our members gave us
a favorable rating of 82 percent, slightly below the
85 percent level we received in August. While the
company continues to lead the competition by a
solid margin, scoring high on choice and reli�bility,
among both the general public and members, the
results help us see our need to act to improve.
"We have a real opportunity to build on our
positive reputation to help shape the future of the
industry," says Rehfus

T h e S ol uti o n
The company's three-phase Public Understanding
Campaign is designed to make member expectations
a reality, and hence, build a stronger brand. Phase I
of the Public Understanding Campaign began in
January with print and radio advertising to promote
BCBSF's known strengths and build our presence in
The ads incorporate a "driv
ing" metaphor - something unex
pected from a health care compa
ny. 'We wanted a new, bold, dif
ferentiated look," says Sheri
Manning, director of Advertising
and Market Communications.
'The ads are intended to catch
the public's attention. We wanted
the public to wonder who this could be. We wanted
to show strength and confidence."
Phase II advertisements focused on the fact
that our employees are our greatest asset and

that with our Blue
Cross Blue Shield
health care card,
you're covered wher
ever life takes you, in
more than 40 coun
tries worldwide.
However, the most
Wherever. Whenever.
We're there for you.
critical phase, accord
ing to Manning, is Phase Ill. 'This will truly deliv
er tangible improvements to our members," she
explains. "Advertising is
meant to attract mem
bers to us, but once
they come into contact
with us, they need to
truly experience the
promises communicated
in our ads."
Adds Rehfus, "A com
munications campaign alone is not enough. Any
action to differentiate BCBSF must encompass real
business change, that is, real improvements in the
products and services our customers experience."
As we enter Phase III of the Public
Understanding Campaign, BCBSF seeks to imple
ment "Customer Solutions 2000," business prac
tices that are meaningful to our members. The
business changes being considered directly
address the public's negative perceptions about
health care, says Mary Ellen Gruenther, Marketing
segment director, and a member of the Public
Understanding Implementation Team.
"Consumers and other key publics voice their
fears and frustrations in three main areas," she
explains. "These include fears that health care
plans deny coverage for needed treatments in
order to improve their bottom line, that they will
not allow members to see specialists for appropri
ate care and that consumers have limited control
over their health care choices."

\__

Our January 2000 ima
6urvey 6how6 that the
public'6 uavorable ima
BCBSF rooe to it6 highe

75%

Consequently, says Rehfus, '
that the changes made in Phase
• are meaningful to memb
• differentiate BCBSF in thE
• have an impact on the PL
environment.
"As a company, we are in ,
to demonstrate the responsiv
vate sector in solving health c
issues," Rehfus says. "People 1
impression of BCBSF through •
our reputation, but the real H
treated when they come into
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Our bu6ineM obber6 U6 a unique privilege. Day ajter day.
: year ajter year, the people in our community look to U6 to
help them 6upport and protect their mo6t preciou6 gijt6:
their live6 and the l ive6 oj their loved one6. In them, we 6ee
our briend6, our bamily, our neighbon, ounelve6.
"Brand is more than advertising, and it's more than communications and
the logo," says Manning. " It's how we deliver our products and services. You.
can't think about communication and delivery separately. The company is
doing so many things to change and make us better, and a strong brand is
the way to get our employees thinking, 'Yeah, I can help us get there."'
BCBSF is working continuously to improve our business processes, sever
al of which are being implemented through the BCBSF Public Understanding
Campaign. (See related story, page 10.) Ultimately, these improvements and
others should strengthen our brand.
"The delivery of our promise can only be accomplished through our
employees, who are our number-one asset," says Catherine Kelly, senior
vice president.
" It's our employees who communicate the sense of caring, commitment
and community that transmit our corporate promise into reality." she says.
" It is our employees who develop practical, real-world solutions for our
members. The brand provides a road map for helping us develop as a team
to exemplify the characteristics that we value: warmth, action and integrity. "
Because service can build or diminish our brand, a critical area is
Operations, which has continual contact with both members and those who
provide health care services to our members. Senior Vice President of
Operations Larry Payne says the vision of the group is to be the "voice" 6f
the member.
"We listen to our members and provider partners, and we act on our con
tact with them by helping to identify changes and improvements that posi

T h e Si t u a ti o n
IN AN INDUSTRY TAGGED W ITH A LESS-THAN-DESIRABLE REPUTATION,
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida has a trump
card: differentiation. Promoting our differences to
the public is the heart of the company's Public
Understanding Campaign, launched earlier this year.
"As we move into 2000, the public's fears and
frustrations with managed care are driving change
in our industry, " explains Melissa Rehfus, vice
president of Public Policy. "Member perceptions
of managed care have deteriorated significantly
during the past five years. In terms of public
image, the health care industry ranks above the
tobacco industry and below gun manufacturers. "
As elected officials seek ways to allay the vot
ing public's concerns, health care has taken a
front seat in the campaign rhetoric of the 2000
elections. Seemingly positive legislation, such as
Spring

lOOO

the Patient's Bill of Rights and health plan liabil
ity, is generating a great deal of public interest.
While the goal to protect patients is praisewor
thy, the negative impact on members and the
quality, affordability and availability of health
care coverage that will result is conspicuously
absent in campaign discussions.
Competition also has added industry pressure.
Increased mergers and acquisitions among tradi
tional competitors, new entrants into the health
care coverage marketplace and the rapid growth
of E-commerce have spurred an intense competi
tive environment. Amid the rampant change and
increased competition, the future of the industry
seems uncertain and turbulent at times.
At the same time, consumers' experience
with other service industries, such as financial
institutions and long distance companies, has
improved dramatically. "Consumers seek con
venience, timeliness, consistency, quality, more

tively affect their experiences - current and future ones - with our products
and services, " Payne says. "We're in a unique position because our members
and decision-makers interact with us throughout their entire membership
lifecycle with the company. "
Our Corporate Service Strategy will enhance our ability to provide excel
lent service. A corporate-wide work group is involved in developing new
quality programs, customer-driven measurements and other initiatives to
support the Corporate Service Strategy. (See "An Attitude of Service" in the
fall 1999 issue of Per6pective6. ) These efforts and similar ones throughout
the company will, in turn, strengthen our brand.

It's up to YOU
"Our employees play a critical role in living out the brand and making our
promise a reality, " says Pizzo, who encourages employees to e-mail ques
tions and comments about the brand campaign to "Brand Communications"
and to discuss their ideas with their supervisors. "Members have to feel that

We wear our re6pon6ibility proudly and 6trive to earn
their continued re6pect and truM every day. In our compa
ny, they mu6t 6ee 6trength, experience, and commitment. In
our product6 and 6ervice6, they mu6t 6ee practical.
real-world 6olution6 de6igned with their diver6 e and ever
changing need6 in mind. In our approach, they mu6t 6ee the
ability to make choice6. In our people, they mu6t 6ee
warmth, action and i ntegrity.
The people we 6erve mu6t know that we will work with
them when they need U6 mo6t. With U6, they mu6t gain the
ability to live conbident live6.

H·r s r·o· R I C A L Ly
S P EA KI N G . . .
The importance ob brando to human enter
prioe ha6 ancient root6. Cave painting6 7, ooo
yearo old 6how bioon with marking<'>. A mere 500
year<'> ago, the Spanioh brought the practice ob
branding liveMock to the New World, leading to
a complex <'>y6tem ob <'>ymbolo American rancher<'>
u6ed in the 18006. Ultimately corporation<'> di6covered the value ob brand not only ao a mark
ob owner6hip but al6o a6 a promi6e to their
membero. Ob couT6e, today'<'> brando no lonser
U6e the burning wooden otick6 or red-hot iron
rod6 but they do rely on a complex 6y6tem ob
unique graphic 6tandard6.
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Ethical Tru� ted Strong
Experienced \
·
· Responsible

we care and that we are passionate. We can offer more products and
improved processes, but we also have to consider what we look like to the
member - the voice on the phone, the attitude of our employees, the feeling
our members get when they interact with us.
"Basically, it boils down to the personality of the company and whether
we're providing what our members need and expect - because if we're not,
someone else will. " ;;
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W ITHOUT IT. A COMPANY IS LOST. A "CORPORATE DIRECTION" SETS THE STAGE FOR THE FUTURE.
It charts a company's course and brings its goals, branding and values to
life. Not surprisingly, BCBSF's corporate direction is a hot topic of conver
sation throughout the company these days.
Throughout 1999, BCBSF focused its corporate direction work on clari

can help our
1nembers live confident,
healthy lives and have a
positive influence on the
continuing evolution of
our industry. It comes
down to providing [them]
with caring solutions .
The way we do this is to
focus on ( H O I ( E and

A F F O R D A B I L I TY . . . "

- MJKE CASCONE, JR.
BCBSF PRESIDENT AND CEO

fying its vision for our core health care business and developing that busi
ness sector's path to the future. This process resulted in a health care
vision for the new millennium: to be the industry leader by providing
affordable health care choices to Floridians.
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida President and CEO Michael
Cascone, Jr., believes we're on the right track: "We can help our members
live confident, healthy lives and have a positive influence on the continu
ing evolution of our industry," he says. " It comes down to providing our
members with caring solutions. The way we do this is to focus on choice
and affordability - from our members' point of view. "
Choice is what the future of health care is all about. Within choice,
we're talking about choices in products, physicians, types of care and
information for decision-making. A key element of choice is giving mem
bers the information they need to make "informed" choices that are best
for them from their perspective.
Traditionally, we have put an internal focus on affordability. Today, and
in the future. we know we must take a much broader view and think of
affordability from our members' perspective. That means taking into
account the total health care costs our members pay. These costs include
all out-of-pocket expenses as well as the premiums they pay us. Because
affordability varies with the individual. our products must be affordable to
those who fall in between and on both extremes of the economic scale.
"The bottom line is that members want value, " says Joe Grantham, senior
vice president and chief strategy officer. "Even when the premium is afford
able, the other associated costs make our members' health care too expensive
and diminish our ability to provide affordable health care choices. "
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Within this framework of strategic thinking, there is still much work to
be done. "This year, we are focusing on two important areas: building the
strategies in our health care business necessary to achieve the corporate
direction we have established for this segment of our business, and build
ing alignment for that direction throughout the organization," says
Grantham. " Both of these elements are critical to our success and must be
carried out simultaneously. "
The strategy work is in progress under the leadership of Dr. Robert
Lufrano, executive vice president of our health business. 'To build the
strategies we need to provide all Floridians - regardless of geographic
location - with affordable choices," says Lufrano, "we are concentrating
on five key areas: quality, service, product development, E-Commerce and
organizational effectiveness. "
• Our quality must be viewed as excellent by both our members and
the marketplace. We can improve our positioning of quality through better
segmentation and an integrated marketing mix (i.e., product, price,
promotion, and distribution).
• Service includes not only what we do for our members, but also what
the providers in our networks do for our members. Every contact our mem
bers have with the health care system needs to be brought to a level of excel
lence from their perspective. Consistent with service excellence, we also will
focus on enabling our members to take responsibility for their own care.
• To improve our product development, we need superior market
research capabilities to develop a deeper understanding of our members'
needs, values and expectations. Our product development must move away
from the "O's" (HMOs and PPOs) and focus more on "choice. " As we develop
our next generation of products, we need to think beyond our traditional
focus of contract benefits, look at the product from a more member-focused,
"end-to-end" perspective. and be more creative in managing medical costs.
• Our industry is information intensive and will become increasingly
more so in the future. E-commerce relates not only to using that

�
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BCBSF '6 core value6 guide U6 in t ran6bonning
our company. They are:
• Member6 are our rea6on bor being.
• Our employee6 are our number-one aMet.
• We re6pect individual6 and value teamwork.
• Continuou6 teaming and improvement are
the key<'> to our 6ucceM.
• ALI ob our deci6ion6 will be ba6ed on our
ethical 6tandard6 ou hone6ty, baimeM
and integrity

information more effectively and efficiently in the things "'
also in developing new applications and processes that wil
within our industry. Our E-commerce strategy will largely l
we address product quality, service and product developm
• Moving forward with our corporate direction require:
change. To successfully transform our company and realizE
nizational effectiveness is essential. It encompasses the di1
pie, process, leadership, structure and culture. Another im1
nent of organizational effectiveness is information manage
ing a comprehensive base of information along with the to
necessary to effectively use the information.
" Every employee plays an important role in helping our
cessfully move along our course - or direction - for the fu
Vice President Catherine Kelly. As strategy development cc
need to build alignment for our corporate direction throug
zation. Kelly believes that "communication is a critical com
ing alignment, but employees also need to proactively ask
develop a clear understanding of where our company is he
Formal and informal communications across the organi
rate direction will be ongoing throughout 2000. Communic.
both information-sharing, such as this article, as well as in i
to help employees understand, accept and commit to our c
tion and strategy. This article focuses on our health busine
communications will address direction for our corporation
Our senior leaders believe that setting strategic directic
corporate strategy are an important part of their responsit

agree the best chance for our company's continued succes�
all employees understand how important their work is as a
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida team.

Says Cascone. "We're a team, dedicated to being a lead1
providing caring solutions to our members. " ;;
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Within this framework of strategic thinking, there is still much work to
be done. "This year, we are focusing on two important areas: building the
strategies in our health care business necessary to achieve the corporate
direction we have established for this segment of our business, and build
ing alignment for that direction throughout the organization, " says
Grantham. " Both of these elements are critical to our success and must be
carried out simultaneously. "
The strategy work is in progress under the leadership of Dr. Robert
Lufrano, executive vice president of our health business. 'To build the
strategies we need to provide all Floridians - regardless of geographic
location - with affordable choices, " says Lufrano, "we are concentrating
on five key areas: quality, service, product development, E-commerce and
organizational effectiveness. "
• Our quality must be viewed as excellent by both our members and

W ITHOUT IT, A COMPANY IS LOST. A "CORPORATE D IRECTION" SETS THE STAGE FOR THE FUTURE.
It charts a company's course and brings its goals, branding and values to
life. Not surprisingly, BCBSF's corporate direction is a hot topic of conver
sation throughout the company these days.
Throughout 1999, BCBSF focused its corporate direction work on clari
fying its vision for our core health care business and developing that busi
ness sector's path to the future. This process resulted in a health care
vision for the new millennium: to be the industry leader by providing
affordable health care choices to Floridians.

��we can help our

members live confident,
healthy lives and have a
positive influence on the
continuing evolution of
our industry. It comes
down to providing [them]
with caring solutions .
The way we do this is to
focus on ( H O I C E and

AF � 0 R DAB I L ITY . . . ·;,

- MIKE CASCONE, IR.
BCBSF PRESIDENT AND CEO

Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida President and CEO Michael
Cascone, Jr., believes we're on the right track: "We can help our members
live confident, healthy lives and have a positive influence on the continu
ing evolution of our industry, " he says. "It comes down to providing our
members with caring solutions. The way we do this is to focus on choice
and affordability - from our members' point of view. "
Choice is what the future of health care is all about. Within choice,
we're talking about choices in products, physicians, types of care and
information for decision-making. A key element of choice is giving mem
bers the information they need to make "informed" choices that are best
for them from their perspective.
Traditionally, we have put an internal focus on affordability. Today, and
in the future, we know we must take a much broader view and think of
affordability from our members' perspective. That means taking into
account the total health care costs our members pay. These costs include
all out-of- pocket expenses as well as the premiums they pay us. Because
affordability varies with the individual. our products must be affordable to
those who fall in between and on both extremes of the economic scale.
'The bottom line is that members want value," says Joe Grantham, senior
vice president and chief strategy officer. "Even when the premium is afford
able, the other associated costs make our members' health care too expensive
and diminish our ability to provide affordable health care choices. "
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the marketplace. We can improve our positioning of quality through better
segmentation and an integrated marketing mix (i.e., product, price,
promotion, and distribution).
• Service includes not only what we do for our members, but also what
the providers in our networks do for our members. Every contact our mem
bers have with the health care system needs to be brought to a level of excel
lence from their perspective. Consistent with service excellence, we also will
focus on enabling our members to take responsibility for their own care.
• To improve our product development, we need superior market
research capabilities to develop a deeper understanding of our members'
needs, values and expectations. Our product development must move away
from the "O's" (HMOs and PPOs) and focus more on "choice. " As we develop
our next generation of products, we need to think beyond our traditional
focus of contract benefits, look at the product from a more member-focused,
"end-to-end" perspective, and be more creative in managing medical costs.
• Our industry is information intensive and will become increasingly
more so in the future. E-Commerce relates not only to using that
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BCBSF'i� core value<'> guide U<'> in tramuorming
our company. They are:
• Member<'> are our rea<'>on bor being.
• Our employee<'> are our number-one aMet.
• We re6pect individuafo and value teamwork.
• Continuou<'> learning and improvement are
the key<'> to our <'>UcceM.
• All ob our deci<'>ion<'> wi. ll be 'ba6ed on our
ethical Mandard<'> ob honeMy. uaimeM
and integrity

information more effectively and efficiently in the things we do today, but
also in developing new applications and processes that will create value
within our industry. Our E-commerce strategy will largely be driven by how
we address product quality, service and product development issues.
• Moving forward with our corporate direction requires significant
change. To successfully transform our company and realize our vision, orga
nizational effectiveness is essential. It encompasses the dimensions of peo
ple, process, leadership, structure and culture. Another important compo
nent of organizational effectiveness is information management - develop
ing a comprehensive base of information along with the tools and people
necessary to effectively use the information.
"Every employee plays an important role in helping our company suc
cessfully move along our course - or direction - for the future. " says Senior
Vice President Catherine Kelly. As strategy development continues, we also
need to build alignment for our corporate direction throughout the organi
zation. Kelly believes that "communication is a critical component of build
ing alignment, but employees also need to proactively ask questions and
develop a clear understanding of where our company is headed. "
Formal and informal communications across the organization o n corpo
rate direction will be ongoing throughout 2000. Communications will include
both information-sharing, such as this article, as well as interactive sessions
to help employees understand, accept and commit to our company's direc
tion and strategy. This article focuses on our health business sector. Future
communications will address direction for our corporation as a whole.
Our senior leaders believe that setting strategic direction and developing
corporate strategy are an important part of their responsibilities. They also
agree the best chance for our company's continued success is to make sure
all employees understand how important their work is as a member of the
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida team.
Says Cascone, "We're a team, dedicated to being a leader in Florida by
providing caring solutions to our members. " ;;
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T h e Si t u a ti o n
IN AN INDUSTRY TAGGED WITH A LESS-THAN-DESIRABLE REPUTATION,
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida has a trump
card: differentiation. Promoting our differences to
the public is the heart of the company's Public
Understanding Campaign, launched earlier this year.
"As we move into 2000, the public's fears and
frustrations with managed care are driving change
in our industry," explains Melissa Rehfus, vice
president of Public Policy. "Member perceptions
of managed care have deteriorated significantly
during the past five years. In terms of public
image, the health care industry ranks above the
tobacco industry and below gun manufacturers."
As elected officials seek ways to allay the vot
ing public's concerns. health care has taken a
front seat in the campaign rhetoric of the 2000
elections. Seemingly positive legislation, such as
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the Patient's Bill of Rights and health plan liabil
ity, is generating a great deal of public interest.
While the goal to protect patients is praisewor
thy, the negative impact on members and the
quality, affordability and availability of health
care coverage that will result is conspicuously
absent in campaign discussions.
Competition also has added industry pressure.
Increased mergers and acquisitions among tradi
tional competitors, new entrants into the health
care coverage marketplace and the rapid growth
of E-Commerce have spurred an intense competi
tive environment. Amid the rampant change and
increased competition. the future of the industry
seems uncertain and turbulent at times.
At the same time, consumers' experience
with other service industries, such as financial
institutions and long distance companies, has
improved dramatically. "Consumers seek con
venience, timeliness, consistency, quality, more

"Brand is more than advertising, and it's more than communications and
the logo, " says Manning. "It's how we deliver our products and services. You
can't think about communication and delivery separately. The company is
doing so many things to change and make us better, and a strong brand is
the way to get our employees thinking, 'Yeah, I can help us get there."'
BCBSF is working continuously to improve our business processes, sever
al of which are being implemented through the BCBSF Public Understanding
Campaign. (See related story, page 10.) Ultimately, these improvements and
others should strengthen our brand.
"The delivery of our promise can only be accomplished through our
employees, who are our number-one asset," says Catherine Kelly, senior
vice president.
"It's our employees who communicate the sense of caring, commitment
and community that transmit our corporate promise into reality," she says.
"It is our employees who develop practical, real-world solutions for our
members. The brand provides a road map for helping us develop as a team
to exemplify the characteristics that we value: warmth, action and integrity. "
Because service can build or diminish our brand, a critical area is
Operations, which has continual contact with both members and those who
provide health care services to our members. Senior Vice President of
Operations Larry Payne says the vision of the group is to be the "voice" of
the member.
"We listen to our members and provider partners, and we act on our con
tact with them by helping to identify changes and improvements that posi
tively affect their experiences - current and future ones - with our products
and services," Payne says. "We're in a unique position because our members
and decision-makers interact with us throughout their entire membership
lifecycle with the company."
Our Corporate Service Strategy will enhance our ability to provide excel
lent service. A corporate-wide work group is involved in developing new
quality programs, customer-driven measurements and other initiatives to
support the Corporate Service Strategy. (See "An Attitude of Service" in the
fall 1999 issue of Peropectiveo.) These efforts and similar ones throughout
the company will, in turn, strengthen our brand.
It's up to YOU
"Our employees play a critical role in living out the brand and making our
promise a reality," says Pizzo, who encourages employees to e-mail ques
tions and comments about the brand campaign to "Brand Communications"
and to discuss their ideas with their supervisors. "Members have to feel that
we care and that we are passionate. We can offer more products and
improved processes, but we also have to consider what we look like to the
member - the voice on the phone, the attitude of our employees, the feeling
our members get when they interact with us.
"Basically, it boils down to the personality of the company and whether
we're providing what our members need and expect - because if we're not,
someone else will." II

Our bu6ineM obben U6 a unique privilege. D,
year abter year, the people in our community Li
help them 6upport and protect their moM precj
their live6 and the live6 ob their loved one6. In
our briend6, our bamily, our neighbon, our6elv1
We wear our re6pon6ibility proudly and 6tri1
their continued re6pect and tru6t every day. In
ny, they mu6t 6ee 6trength, experience, and co1
our product6 and 6ervice6, they mu6 t 6ee pract
real-world 6olutiom de6igned with their diver61
changing need6 in mind. In our approach, the)
ability to make choice6. In our people, they mu
warmth, action and integrity.
The people we 6erve mu6t know that we will
them when they need U6 mo6t. With U6, they m
ability to live conbident live6.

HI sr-o R-r c A C lY
S P EA KI N G . . .

The importance og brando to human enter
pri6e ha6 ancient root6. Cave painting6 7, ooo
yearo old ohow bioon w_ith markingo. A mere 500
yearo ago, the Spani<'>h brought the practice ou
branding live6tock to the New World, leading to
a complex <'>Y<'>tem ou <'>ymbol<'> American ranchero
u6ed in the 18006. Ultimately corporation<'> di<'>
covered the value ou brand not only a<'> a mark
ou owner<'>hip but al6o a<'> a promi<'>e to their
member<'>. Og cour6e, today '<'> brand<'> no longer
U<'>e the burning wooden Mick<'> or red-hot iron
rod<'> but they do rely on a complex <'>Y<'>tem ou
unique graphic 6tandard6.
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r.r.People may get a positive impression of BCBSF
through our advertising or our reputation, but the
real test is how they are treated when they come into
contact with us . '

>ur employees who
nicate the sense of

- MEUSSA. REHFlJS
VICE PRESIDENT OF PUBLIC POLICY

smit our corporate
se into reality. It is
oyees who develop
�actical, real-world
for our members . "
control, personal attention and real choice," says
Rehfus. "And they expect all of that from their
health care plan."
Fortunately, when it comes to rating BCBSF
specifically, consumers give the company high
marks. Our January 2000 image tracking survey
shows that the general public's favorable image
rating of BCBSF rose to its highest level ever - 75
percent. In the same survey, our members gave us
a favorable rating of 82 percent, slightly below the
85 percent level we received in August. While the
company continues to lead the competition by a
solid margin, scoring high on choice and reli�bility,
among both the general public and members, the
results help us see our need to act to improve.
"We have a real opportunity to build on our
positive reputation to help shape the future of the
industry," says Rehfus

- CAJH£RJ.N£ XELLY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

:ed to get employees thinking about what great brands are
, explains Pizzo. "We want everyone to begin to see BCBSF
worthy of protecting."

ise
omponent of strengthening our brand is the new BCBSF
nbodies our corporate values and vision. (See BCBSF
"Our promise is a declaration of what we will do for our
and our providers," says Sheri Manning, director of
1arket Communications. "This promise is what our brand is

ts living the promise every day can be a challenge. "This
thought process that requires a change in behavior. It
, guides behavior and affects the way we think and priori1lso carries through to life outside of the job. In other
employee is in the grocery store and someone asks where
we want that employee to be able to say Blue Cross and
rida with pride."
efforts to leverage our brand, soon the company will roll
ate identity system that will affect how our internal and
ications look and are written.
on people recognize a brand is because the brand has a strong
, a visual shorthand of the brand," says Manning. 'That is true
d - FedEx, Nike, McDonald's or ATuT. In every instance, the
know who is talking to them. A strong brand presents a consis
j manner - it always presents a single voice."
Jlace, our members will see new BCBSF advertising reflect
e ads will convey the pr.omise attributes of warmth, caring,
�rity.

business
mger brand in the marketplace will take much more than
1ess. It will require action.
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Seven yearo ago, reoearch placed the hair market value ou the Blue
CroM and Blue Shield brand in the $5-billion-to-$7-billion range.
Nationwide, 99% oh conoumero aooociate the Blue CroM and Blue Shield
brand with quality. dependability, choice and nationwide acceptance.
BCBSF Vice Preoident David Pizzo oayo, "We have to recognize the power
ou the brand nationally and our reoponoibility to protect and enhance it.
What we do addo to the image oh all Blueo piano acroM the country.
Likewioe, what other Blueo piano do auuecto our image. We have to uocuo
on our brand and leverage the value ou brand nationally. "
To build upon and leverage the value oh our brand, Blue CroM and
Blue Shield ou Florida recently introduced our promioe. The three para
grapho that make up the promioe deocribe our buoineM, the organization
we want to be recognized ao. and what people can expect urom uo.
HopehulLy, thio promioe will capture the mind and heart oh the
organization and inopire action that uulhillo our promioe.

T h e S ol uti o n
The company's three-phase Public Understanding
Campaign is designed to make member expectations
a reality, and hence, build a stronger brand. Phase I
of the Public Understanding Campaign began in
January with print and radio advertising to promote
BCBSF's known strengths and build our presence in
the marketplace.
The ads incorporate a "driv
....,
ing" metaphor - something unex
pected from a health care compa
ny. "We wanted a new, bold, dif
�
� .
•. . .. !
ferentiated look," says Sheri
.,/
Manning, director of Advertising
and Market Communications.
'The ads are intended to catch
the public's attention. We wanted
the public to wonder who this could be. We wanted
to show strength and confidence."
Phase II advertisements focused on the fact
that our employees are our greatest asset and
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that with our Blue
Cross Blue Shield
health care card,
you're covered wher
ever life takes you, in
more than 40 coun
tries worldwide.
However, the most
critical phase, accord
ing to Manning, is Phase III. "This will truly deliv
er tangible improvements to our members," she
explains. "Advertising is
meant to attract mem
bers to us, but once
they come into contact
with us, they need to
truly experience the
promises communicated
in our ads."
Adds Rehfus, "A com
munications campaign alone is not enough. Any
action to differentiate BCBSF must encompass real
business change, that is, real improvements in the
products and services our customers experience."
As we enter Phase lll of the Public
Understanding Campaign, BCBSF seeks to imple
ment "Customer Solutions 2000," business prac
tices that are meaningful to our members. The
business changes being considered directly
address the public's negative perceptions about
health care, says Mary Ellen Gruenther, Marketing
segment director, and a member of the Public
Understanding Implementation Team.
"Consumers and other key publics voice their
fears and frustrations in three main areas," she
explains. "These include fears that health care
plans deny coverage for needed treatments in
order to improve their bottom line, that they will
not allow members to see specialists for appropri
ate care and that consumers have limited control
over their health care choices."

Our January 2 0 0 0 image tracking
,m rvey 1how1 that the general
public't, uavorable image rating ob
BCBSF m�e to itt, hi5he6t level ever -

75%

Consequently, says Rehfus, we need to ensure
that the changes made in Phase III of the campaign:
• are meaningful to members and providers,
• differentiate BCBSF in the marketplace, and
• have an impact on the pubic policy
environment.
"As a company, we are in a unique position
to demonstrate the responsiveness of the pri
vate sector in solving health care coverage
issues," Rehfus says. "People may get a positive
impression of BCBSF through our advertising or
our reputation, but the real test is how they are
treated when they come into contact with us." ;;
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Blue CroM and Blue Shield au Florida demonotraleo ito commitment
to uphol.d the company'o valueo ob honeoty. integrity and taLmeM
thro ugh the CompaM Prosram;M which oerveo ao an ethical guide tor
buMneM decioion-making. CompaM debineo the principle6 to be to/lo wed
in buoineM relationohipo oo we can conduct bu6ineM eth ically. morally
and in compliance with the law. About 1.400 BCBSF employee6 have U6ed
the CompaM Program to get help with bu6ineM conduct que6tion6 Mnce
it wa6 introduced in 1995.
Recently, Per6pecti veo wt down with the pe r6on who overoee6 the
CompaM Program. Mary Wood Bridgman. vice preoident ot Corporate
Compliance. to di6CU66 the program and what '6 new tor the year 2000.

QUESTION :

Why doeo BCBSF need
a b uoineM ethico
program?

The company has always had a commitment
to do business ethically. It is a given that we
should act ethically. This program is a tool to
help us live up to that commitment.
Every day employees are faced with situa
tions that involve moral issues. They range from
accurately filling out time sheets to using com
pany equipment for personal needs. One of the
most common questions we get from employees
is whether or not to accept gifts from someone
outside the company. Other situations involve
the power of one employee over another. No
employee should feel coerced into donating or

YOU'VE SEEN THE SEA SHELLS. YOU'VE SEEN THE NEW LOG
You've heard from our President and CEO Mike Cascone ab
tance of our brand. You may have seen the video about ow
our members.
But what does all of this brand communication mean? A
company stressing the importance of a well-known brand i
place after being in business for more than 50 years?
Strengthening and re-energizing our brand is what it's a
"Research shows that when it comes to health care compar
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida name is extremely well km
explains David Pizzo. vice president of Advertising and Mar
Communications. "However, it also indicates that Floridian!
of all the good things we do and the good things we repres1
well known - so we have a terrific opportunity to further d
brand in a big way."
That is where a strong brand and name recognition can
ny. "Brand" represents a company in its entirety: products ,
quality of those products and services and the experience )
whether that's tangible - an automobile- or intangible - st
care coverage.
A brand is the promise a company makes about the exp1
have whenever and however you come into contact with th
Consequently, brand affects member retention. And it is ah
effective to keep a current member than to find a new one.

Think Brand. Think Blue.
However, when consumers are asked to name top brand
ly don't recall health care companies. They name Publix, He
Coke and Wal Mart, among others. When asked for the top
insurance, they name often Blue Cross and Blue Shield, but
nice to get into that overall top-of-mind awareness?
"That's our goal." says Pizzo. "When people see our nam
image in their mind is fuzzy - they don't know what is spec1
And when people don't understand what we can offer that 1
our competitors, they don't have any reason to choose us o
health care companies. "
To help reach that goal. the company launched a brand �
paign in March targeting employees. It kicked off with a me
Cascone discussing the importance of a strong brand and w
a series of "desk drops" - including post cards and a fold-01
C O N T/ N U [
p er
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an employee 6houLd a6k him6eLt or her6eLt when po6ed with an ethical dilemma:

l . What beel6 wrong about thi6 6ituation?
2. 16 it again6t company policy?
3. How are the 6takeholder6 abbected?

4 . How am I abbected?

The ant.wert. to the6e quet.tiont. will Lead the employee to the right ant.wer or the right thing to do.
purchasing something from a supervisor or co
worker who is soliciting for a charity or a child's
school. for example. That's why we have a no
solicitation policy.
Some situations can have legal implications, like
sending Personal and Identifiable Medical Infor
mation (PIM[) over the Internet without encryption.
Compass provides employees with our busi
ness conduct policies and procedures and how
they apply to company property, business rela
tionships and the work environment. It also gives
them the resources needed to help them deal with
an ethical conduct situation. They know there is
someone they can call if they have a question or
want to report suspected ethics violations.

·· 8 R A N D ,,

represents a company in its entirety:
products and services, the quality of those
products and services and the experience you have,
whether that's tangible or intan gibl e .
A brand i s the P R O r� 1 S E a company makes
about the experience you wi l l have
whenever and ho,vever vou con1 e into cont act
with that company.

Spring 1000

QUESTION :

How hat. the CompaM
Program changed
6ince it6 i nception?

Compass is moving from a rules-based program to a values-based program - our corporate
values of honesty, integrity and fairness. Rather
than rules to follow, we want Compass to stand
for the values that we live. If you act on our cor
porate values, you will do the right thing. There
are four simple questions an employee should ask
himself or herself when posed with an ethical
dilemma. They are:
• What feels wrong about this situation7
• Is it against company policy?
• How are the stakeholders affected?
• How am I affected?
The answers to these questions will lead the em
ployee to the right answer or the right thing to do.

QU ESTION :

J6 there anything new

Yes. We are incorporating Medicare+Choice
compliance into the Compass Program.
Medicare+Choice, which is also known as
Medicare Part C, was established by the Balanced
Budget Act of 1997 to expand the health care
options available to Medicare beneficiaries. Many
HMOs left the Medicare market rather than com
ply, because the government changed the premi
um and reimbursement structure and added a lot
of rules that drive up administrative costs. We
stay in the market, because we feel we have a
commitment to our members and the seniors in
Florida to provide quality, affordable coverage.
Participants in Medicare+Choice must have a
compliance plan with written policies, procedures

about CompaM tor
the year 2000?

CONTINUE:D ON NCXT PAG£
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and standards of conduct to prevent and detect
violations of law. It is important that employees
understand and comply with Medicare•Choice
program requirements, as well as federal and

priate business practices.

How do you gauge the
6ucceM ob a program
like CompaM?

W H AT T O D O

i f c o n fr o n t e d wi t h a n e t h i c a l
dil emm a ?

Cmployeeo can call the CompaM Program
Helpline at 1 -800-477-3736, ext. 56300. They
aloo can diocuM the oituation with their
immediate ouperviooro or contact Cmployee
Rela.tiono. Legal Abbairo or the Compliance
OMice. The numbero are included on the
CompaM mouoe pado bor eaoy acceM.

QU EST! 0 N:

What are you doing
to keep awareneM
levelo high?

You can gauge the success of Compass by
awareness levels among employees and the
number of people using it. A 1998 survey showed
that more than 90 percent of employees were
familiar with Compass. That year, 450 out of
8,000 employees used the program. That is a
good utilization rate, according to KPMG Peat
Marwick, the consultants who benchmarked the
survey results. What's more, the program is a
key factor in the small number of grievances and
discrimination cases filed against the company.
One of the findings in a recent survey was
that employees wanted to hear more about the
program and more often. Since then, we have
done refresher training, distributed a Compass
calendar last year and have run articles in
employee publications. This year employees
received mouse pads that will be updated quar
terly with new inserts. The inserts feature mes
sages that focus on specific business issues com
monly encountered by employees. Future inserts
will cover topics such as sexual harassment,
equal opportunity and workplace stress.
We also are planning an Intranet site and on
line training and ethics awareness.

C o m p a s s P r o gr a m

C O N TA C T S

me(\ate Supervioor
o.½e Relation6 Department
33-9797, ext. 18169
• �l Abbairo Divi6ion
1 -800-477-3736, ext. 58720
• Compliance Obbice
1 -800-477-3736. ext. 58744,
ext. 54497 or ext. 50272
• CompaM Program Helpline
1 -800-477-3736, ext. 56300

14
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QUEST! 0 N:

lb an employee hao
an ethical dilemma,
what ohould that
employee do?

There are many resources available for
employees. Employees can call the Compass
Program Helpline at 1-800-477-3736, ext. 56300.
They also can discuss the situation with their

e

S

Spring

2000

B U I LD I N G
B RAND

state laws and regulations. Failure to comply can
result in criminal. civil or administrative action
and penalties. We will provide affected employ
ees with education and training to give them an
overview of the compliance program and appro

V

The ohello, the new logo and the promioe
are vital componento to otrengthening and
re-energizing our brand. But thio miooion
needo more: It needo you to "Think Blue."

,.

O N CO U RS E FO R
TH E FUTU R E
Developmento in
Corporate Direction will
increaoe our ability to
better oerve our
membero and otrengthen
our 'buoineoo.

C U STO M E R
SO LUTI O NS
2000

I NT E RVI EW:
MARY WO OD
BRIDG EMAN

We have a pooitive
point ob dibberentiation.
and we want everyone
to know about it. Learn
more about our Public
Underotanding
Campaign.

Compaoorn lo otill about

ethico - but it'o moving
tram being all about
ruleo to otanding
tor our valueo.

B R I G HT I D EAS

immediate supervisors or contact Employee
Relations, Legal Affairs or the Compliance Office.
The numbers are included on the Compass

We eopecially want our membero to know we care, oo we
aoked you: lb you could change one thing about your Job
that would better oerve membero. what would it be?

mouse pads for easy access. ;;
[ditor:

Contributing [ditor&:

Writer&:

BETH L. STAMBAUGH
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If you could change one thing
about yo
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DON'T KNOW THE TREASURE YOU
ds. Myra Welch wrote about that
he auction of a battered violin.
truggles to get the bids up to $J.
n comes forward and plays "a
sweet. " Seeing the violin with

JODIE SUGGS
CASE MANAGER, ORLANDO

dience begins to bid for the violin,
:,ooo.

I would like to spend more time on;Si.te with.clients. My�job entails working within
benefit limitations with Publix Group members who are experiencing catastrophic

� Cross and Blue Shield of Florida
. We've been around more than

health problems. In our present arena of negative hype, where health care

1d we sometimes take ourselves
Ne have so much to offer that we
elves through new eyes. This issue
:tkes a fresh look at our strengths.
ssion of what we are doing to
lue to life.

viewed as the enemy, it is reassuring to members to meet
with someone who will listen to

�mbers want and need. Corporate
r help us provide quality service and
guide developments that will better
·s and strengthen our business.
ry with a less-than-desirable rep
ss and Blue Shield of Florida has a
·entiation. Promoting our differ
ic is the heart of the Public
1mpaign we launched earlier this
nside examines the campaign.
�-standing Compass Program™ is
from rules to values. The concept
tands for the values that we live
=orporate Compliance Officer
man explains this and more in

View. "
when it comes to delivering value,
I0w the score. Jodie Suggs, Patrick
x Harrison share the importance
ct in " Bright Ideas. "
·our opinions and suggestions.
Is in several ways: voice mail,
nail, "Blue Views"; fax, (904) 905:e mail, Corporate
DCC J-4. ;;
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FA ( E T

them and help to coordinate their
physician's plan of treatment. Often this makes the
difference in how they perceive managed c

lize that everything we do at work
,ers' experience with BCBSF? What
o our brand, which directly affects
ur business.
e Direction: Charting Our Course for
· leaders discuss the importance of
h business on the choice and afford

what would it be ?

PATRICK LEUSCHEN
SENIOR COMPLIANCE ANALYST,
PRODUCT MANAGEMENT,
JACKSONVILLE
My job entails understanding

We've been around more than
half a century, and we sometimes
take ourselves for granted .
But we have s o much to offer
that we need to

and disseminating government
requirements for our Medicare [, More
plan. The volatility of the federal regulatory envi
ronment and language that is sometimes ambigu
ous makes that job difficult, particularly in terms of
communicating information to those who need it.
Regulations are often int�reted differen;J.t when

S e e o u rs e l v e s

T H R O U G H N EW
EY ES .

people read them. More

I A ( E - T U - FA ( E contact with

internal clients, such as the GBUs, as well as members externally, would
help. Discussing complicated issues in person enables you to more readily
identify areas that are not understood or need further clarification.
.. ..

ALEX HARRISON

.,, "

( OUT

TAKING
CARE O F
MEMBERS)

PROJECT ANALYST. SALES DIVISION, MIAMI
I would begin by educating employees about the impor
tance of returning telephone calls the day they are
received, even if an answer is not available. A phone call
saying ' I've received your request and am working on it' would
be better received by members than not hearing anything for two

to three days. Also, members will receive even negative responses better if
they are communicated by someone speaking properly in a friendly manner.
What ever happened to 'the customer is always right' and 'the customer is
number one'? In the long run, I feel this would better serve our members. ;;
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Dedicated to providing
caring solutions . . .
Our business offers us a unique
privilege. Day after day, year after
year, the people in our community
look to us to help them support
and protect their most precious
of gifts: their lives and the lives
of their loved ones. In them, we
see our friends, our family, our
neighbors, ourselves.

D�

to view the contribution ou you r wor1

Bringing

We wear our responsibility proudly
and strive to earn their continued
respect and trust every day. In our
company, they must see strength,
experience, and commitment.
In our products and services,
they must see practical, real-world
solutions designed with their
diverse and ever-changing needs in
mind. In our approach, they must
see the ability to make choices.
In our people, they must see
warmth, action, and integrity.

■

D

The people we serve must know
that we will work with them when
they need us most. With us, they
must gain the ability to live
confident lives.
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BlueCross BlueShield
of Florida
An Independent Licensee of the
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VIEWS

Please take a minute
to tell us what you think
about Perspectives,
the quarterly publication
for BCBSF employees.
Your input will help us
make sure the publication
is meeting your communi
cations needs.

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE

NEITHER
AGREE NOR
DISAGREE

Perspectives keeps me well
informed of company news and issues.

5

4

Perspectives gives me a better under
standing of our corporate direction, or in
simpler terms, where the company is going.

5,

3.

I like the design or "look" of
Perspectives.

4.
5.
6.

I.
2.

7.
8.

DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

3

2

JI

4

3

2

JI

5

4

3

2

JI

I read all or most of Perspectives
on a regular basis.

5,

4

3

2

JI

I enjoy reading Perspectives.

5,

4

3

2

JI

Perspectives provides me with
information that helps me do my job better.

5

4

3

2

JI

Perspectives helps me to understand
how my job fits within the larger framework
of the company.

5

4

3

2

JI

Please select the types of information you would like to see more of in Perspectives:
Company Financial Performance
Products and Services
Corporate Programs and Projects
Benefits
Human Interest
Corporate Strategy/Direction
Health care industry issues
Other:- ----------�
------------ - - - - -

9.

How would you prefer to receive Perspectives? (Rank in order I - 4; I being your top choice)
At Home
News Racks
Intranet
Interoffice Mail

Comments:- ------------------- ---------------

Please fax this survey to 905-6638 or mail it to Corporate Communications, DCC 3-4.

